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Nut Collector (rules v0.7) 

     Nut Collector is a game for between 2 and 4 players who are playing as a pair of squirrels (which are tokens) who 

are seeking to gather nuts for the winter from the trees around them. To do so they need to gather nuts from the 

trees that they have marked as their territory. They mark trees are their territory when they land on them for the 

first time. The woodland itself is enchanted with lots of special places that a clever player who has gathered 

woodland essence can use to their advantage! 

Game End 

     The game ends when one squirrel pair has stored 11 nuts in their nest AND has marked the sufficient trees of the 

number of and colours indicated on their nest as their marked territory.  

Setup 

     Separate out 1 tree of each colour per player and then place the trees around the tin according to the patterns 

shown below for 2, 3 or 4 players. Place your two nest cards in front of you and put a small cube on the zero space 

on your nut store and on zero for the woodland essence indicator. Place 2 (plus 2 per player) random nest ability 

cards in the centre next to the central woodland essence store. 

 

     Players flick one squirrel towards the central woodland essence store. The closest squirrel to the tin goes first. The 

squirrel leaping ruler can be used to measure if the distance is in doubt. The closest player receives the first player 

marker. Players then place a control marker on a single unoccupied tree of their choice. On the first game you will 

need to assemble the squirrel tokens before you can begin. See Squirrel Assembly on page 2. 

Turn Sequence 

     Starting with the player with the first player marker and moving clockwise, players complete their turns in the 

turn sequence given below.  

1. Move both your squirrels (see Squirrel movement section below). You may decline to move one squirrel, if 
you do then draw one woodland essence instead. 

2. Choose one of the two nutfall flowers and perform the Nutfall action (see section below). 
3. If you have not gained a nut or woodland essence in your turn then gain one woodland essence. 

 

Squirrel Movement 

     A player presses on the top side of a squirrel so as to flick his two squirrels one at a time on the board. You may 

choose to flick one fewer and to gain a woodland essence instead. At the start of the game or after any reset, the 

squirrel will start on the ‘hole’ at the top of the nest (above the woodland essence markers). At all other times the 

squirrel is moved from where it last landed (you may adjust it to bring the squirrel upright so you can flick it and 

point it in the right direction). Several effects may happen depending on where the squirrel lands. 

 If a squirrel lands on a tree, then they may place a control marker of their colour in the box under the tree 
and then reset the squirrel home. If there is an opponent’s control marker there it is removed from the 
board and you replace it with your own control marker. If you control the tree, gain one nut in your store.  
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 If a squirrel lands on top of the central woodland essence store they are awarded 3 woodland essence and 
the squirrel is reset back to its nest.  

 If a squirrel lands on an opponent’s nest then they may steal one nut from the nest and the squirrel is reset 
back to their nest. 

 If a squirrel lands on a Nest Ability then they may take that action if they choose. The one exception to this is 
the Hunter’s Trap which is a compulsory action.  

 

Gain Woodland Essence 

     Instead of moving one of your squirrels, you may instead choose to draw one woodland essence and add it to 

your woodland essence store in your nest. Any essence gained above 7 is lost. You will automatically gain a 

woodland essence at the end of your turn however if you gain no nuts or woodland essence earlier. 

Nutfall Action 

     The nutfall section of the turn represents nuts that are falling down from the trees in the wood. The player choses 

one of the two nutfall flowers and drops it from around a metre above the playing area onto the trees below. The 

nutfall flower must rotate at least twice as it falls else no nuts will be generated by the nutfall. If the nutfall flower 

lands such that the nut section touching a tree beneath it is the same colour as the tree below and the player 

controls that tree, then the player gains one nut in their nut store. 

Nest Abilities 

     Nest abilities are special places in the forest that give the Squirrel that lands on them powers. Many of the nest 

abilities require payment of an amount of woodland essence (indicated in an orange circle) that must be paid to gain 

the benefit. You may only do this once after landing on the ability before the Squirrel is reset back to its nest. After 

using an ability the player may if they chose replace it with another unused nest ability. 

Notes on Nest Abilities 

Trailing Branch - applies only to the other Squirrel that did not land on the nest ability.  

Hunter’s Trap – This is a compulsory ability. 

Magic Mushroom – If you choose the squirrel that landed on the nest ability for this it is not reset. 

Berries – The squirrel on the nest ability is reset first before moving again. 

Springy Moss – This includes the Squirrel that activated this Nest Ability of you choose it. 

Squirrel Assembly 

To assemble the squirrel tokens, print out on thin card and then cut out each squirrel token and fold the coloured 

portion without a squirrel on it back on itself like a concertina. Fold along the line between the two squirrels such 

that the squirrel pictures are still on the outside. Cut a little piece of sticky tape to attach the end with the concertina 

to the other end with the squirrel picture. This should now have a concertina like affect that when the back end is 

flicked down on, the squirrel will jump forwards. The central woodland essence card is folded down both sides to 

make a ‘table’. 

Happy Nut Gathering!  
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